The Project for the Computation of Mathematical Tables is engaged in the computation of an extensive table of the Bessel Functions Jo{z) and Ji{z) for complex arguments.
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[April (4) 2 v i( r > <t>p) sin *p = 2r ~ i 7 i<» + ^4,
w&ere |^| <7X10~7/^ r^8, * = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The summations indicated above were actually performed, and wherever the discrepancy between the theoretical and actual sums exceeded one unit in the fourth decimal place, the source of a possible error was sought, along rays where the differences were irregular. Since each sum contained a group of 7 rounded entries, an occasional discrepancy of two units was to be expected. However, in such cases, the entries giving rise to the discrepancy were checked with special precaution, especially in formulas (2), (3), and (4), where multiplication of the entries by sin cj> p or cos cj> p might possibly mask an error larger than that shown by the discrepancy.
Because of the great number of errors in the table, it would have been very difficult to localize them by differencing methods alone ; but with the aid of the summation tests, the erroneous entries were picked out systematically. The values in error were then re-computed. After all errors were corrected, the differences along the rays were sufficiently regular, and the discrepancies in the summation tests were no larger than 2 units in the fourth decimal place anywhere.
It was obviously impossible to check last-place errors of about a unit, except along the rays which we ourselves have computed. A number of additional errors of one unit were discovered during the recomputation of entries on complementary rays. [ 
